
CMA ESSAY QUESTIONS FOR PRACTICE

We hope that these practice questions will be a valuable resource as you pursue your goal of certification. Good luck!
Page 2 CMA Part 1 Essay Practice.

Instead, you can respond to the essay questions with short statements or bulleted lists. The correct answer to
an essay question may include multiple components. The total testing time for each CMA exam part is four
hours. As you write, you must stay on track toward meeting the requirements of the question. In order to
practice accounting and auditing in relations to the government, the requirement is 4 years of college in
accounting or auditing with some work experience. Organize your reasoning so the graders can understand it
easily. A discussion of practical CMA test-taking tips. Scroll: The gray scroll bar right edge of the screen
allows you to scroll up and down the page. Therefore, you have no reason to stress about the essays. I would
take them separately. Since you may have more than an hour remaining to answer the essays if you finish the
MCQs early , we advise you to allot half of that time to each essay scenario. If you purchase one of our
bundled packages, meaning the Silver, Gold or Platinum Course, you will receive our guarantee of free
electronic updates and use of the materials until you pass the exam. Clicking it will take you to a review
showing questions unanswered or flagged, and from there you can move on to the voluntary survey section of
the exam. Once you review them, learn even more about acing the CMA exam essays by watching this
informative webinar. Each question is equally weighted. This is a question you have not answered, and have
marked for review. Navigation Menu: A visual representation of where you are on the current section of the
exam. Can we bring a calculator? If I buy a Wiley review course, is it valid forever? Is it better to take both
parts together or different? Accordingly, there are two questions regarding the accounting for IA: 1. There is
not a spreadsheet type tool in the test. You may also like:. Only add extra details if you have time. Here are
seven tips to help you maximize your score on the essay portion of the CMA exam. If you experience
discomfort or difficulty reading the exam screens due to the default color scheme, this menu is helpful for
finding a more visually accessible palette. Know the essay structure. Where do you have to go to take the
exam? Hca  Additionally, the graders will not penalize you for a mistake more than once, even if the result of
that mistake appears throughout your response to the question. Cash flow. Internal auditing and control. The
CMA exam uses essays to test your ability to Evaluate a given set of data, Make a judgment when given
alternative solutions, and Justify a selected course of action. Performance measurement. It is vital to have the
most education of the subject of Accounting in order to best serve a position in as an accountant. Include all
supporting calculations, but focus more on getting the question correct than perfecting the formatting. Spread
out your supporting calculations so graders can see and follow them effortlessly. Likewise, you will receive
partial credit for having the correct formula for a calculated response question even if your answer contains a
mathematical error resulting in the incorrect answer. Generally, you should expect the essays to evaluate you
at a higher skill level than the MCQs. More and more, CMAs are expected to count written communications
among their on-the-job skills, and so the CMA exam requires you to write essays. Essay Scenario Screen The
Essay Scenario will open in a separate screen, to the left of the screen displaying the Answer Box, as seen
above. We suggest spending some time figuring out what you already know and then determine how much
time you need to finish mastering the rest of the material. There are typically two to seven questions per
scenario. Our course also includes the largest test bank and most realistic MCQs and essay questions on the
market.


